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‘Linguistic sign’

The commonest form of 
linguistic behaviour is 
communicative behaviour 
which uses the dual-level 
code of spoken language 
made up of [..] phonological 
and grammatical units [...]. 

Laver (1994: 21).

En: /triː/ 
Ge: /baʊm/ 
Fr: /arbr/



Linguistic PhoneticsSounds made in  
the vocal tract

swallow

laugh

snore

lipsmack

consonants

vowels

intonation



Speech sounds

Segments Suprasegmentals

Consonants Vowels

Pitch Rhythm Duration

Voice 
quality

Articulatory 
setting

‖ {f ↑ðə /leɪdi ˈnɛks ↑\dɔːɹ | əv /kɔːs f} ‖



Vocal

Non-vocal

Verbal

Non-verbal

clickstone of 
voice

gesture

intonation

words

posture
gaze

Based on Laver (1994)

linguistic



This talk

• Most studies of non-lexical sounds (even in CA-
oriented work) focus on the forms and functions of 
‘suprasegmentals’ or long-domain features

• This study: punctual, momentary sounds which have 
no place in standard descriptions of English 
phonology

• Some non-lexical sounds exhibit features of dual 
patterning, just like lexical ones



What are clicks?



Nama 
A language that ‘has’ clicks

Peter Ladefoged: Sounds and Consonants



p t tʃ k

b d dʒ ɡ

f θ s ʃ h

v ð z ʒ

m n ŋ

w l r j

English 
ˈɪŋlɪʃ ə ˈlaŋwɪdʒ ðət ˈdʌzənt ˈhav ˈklɪks

a language that ‘doesn’t have’ clicks



Clicks in English
Extracted from their natural environment

like fish out of water.

ǁ
ŋǀ

ŋ̊↓ǀ

ǀʰ ǁ ǁʷǁʷʷǁʷʷʷ
ǁ ǁ

ǀ ǀ

ǀʔ

ǁ ǁ ǁǀ
ʘ



 vegtalk 19.12.03.03:33 

01 E there was another British family there 

02 who were really embarrassed 

03 `cos I got up and made a spectacle of myself

04 and they were all looking [.hhh   [ahaha

05 P ➔                           [[CLICK][[CLICK]

06 E <<laugh> down at the[ir>

07 P ➔                     [tutting and

08 pretending to disown you

09 I know [how it is Ellie yes yes]

10 E        [<<laugh>-------------->]

‘Tutting’



Some functions of clicks

• To mark the boundary between two 
sequences 

• To display incipient speakership

• Part of a word search

• Part of a display of stance or feeling

• As a metronome:  
a device for co-ordinating turns at talk



Ken  ((placename)) four eight seven two three 
Gor  hello Ken
     (.)
Ken  hello[:
Gor       [CLICK hh! uh:m I just phoned to find out about
     what’s happening about tonight
     (0.6)
Gor  h[hh!
Ken   [I haven’t got a clue

New sequence indexing 
Click + in-breath + talk. Marks incipient speakership.

Call opening

Click + inbreath

Reason for the call

Holt SO 88.1.9

Wright (2011).



Incipient speakership

• In the pre-turn position: click, in-breath, speech 
CLICK [hh↓] I just phoned to see about...  
CLICK [h↓] well we’ve got lots of cheeses...

• This kind of click is probably a result of gearing up to talk

• Also possible in this position: percussives: [p͡t↓h↓]

• Organic, vegetative sounds (?)  



Word search

RCE25 Bench 00.57 library card 

01 L and then I went over to the library to-uhm (0.6) 
02 " [!] uh see about that-uh 
03 I can’t remember the name of the card now but to
04 to use other universit[y libraries
05 R                       [oh a (sconal) card 
06 L yeah and I asked the woman at the library and she sort of said
07 yeah you can do that,





Silence for swallowing

RCE25 Bench 00.57 library card 

                                                  [(1)(2)(3)]
01 L and then I went over to the library to-uhm [--(0.6)--] 
02 " [!] uh see about that-uh 
03 I can’t remember the name of the card now but to
04 to use other universit[y libraries
05 R                       [oh a (sconal) card 
06 L yeah and I asked the woman at the library and she sort of said
07 yeah you can do that,

(1) (2) (3)



Word search

1. Talk suspended at a place of maximal 
grammatical control (Schegloff 1998: 241):  
I went to the library to • (see about...)  
my • (secondary school)

2. Suspended intonation

3. Display trouble: silence, uhm, uh, CLICK

May include swallowing



Displays of stance or 
emotion



Meanings of clicks in English 
 (Wright 2005: 41)

... clicks are said to convey... disapproval (Ladefoged 
1982: 124; Crystal 1987: 126), annoyance 
(Abercrombie 1967: 31; Ball 1989: 10), irritation 
(Gimson 1970: 34), exasperation (Laver 1994: 175), 
impatience (Laver 1994: 175), regret (Clark & Yallop 
1990: 18), sympathy (Gimson 1970: 34) and 
encouragement (Gimson 1970: 34; Abercrombie 
1967: 31; Ladefoged 1982: 124; Laver 1994: 177). 



(7) nrb/01.red hair.aiff

1 J ’s very red but it’s very ni[ce
2 K [it is very red
3 [isn’t it
4 J [looks in really good conditi[on  ]
5 K → [[ŋ"#ɑ%]]

[thank you]
6 J [(*) lovely and] shiny

(In line 6, (*) marks an indistinct syllable.) Kate has dyed her hair red,
and Jade has been complimenting her on it. In line 5, Kate produces a
nasalised click with a breathy-voiced and long open vowel, with a pitch
contour that falls from high to low in her range. It is immediately
followed by ‘thank you’. The commonest lay interpretation of clicks,
‘disapproval’, is once again unlikely to be what Kate does in line 5. 

In summary then, we can find a range of clicks in naturally occurring
spoken English. Their distribution and functions are not well researched;
but they seem to occur at the start of turns, or to mark the transition from
one kind of activity to another within a turn. They commonly seem to
be involved in assessing stories or situations, but (contrary to English
speakers’ general intuitions) they do not necessarily imply ‘disapproval’,
or even anything negative at all. 

10.3 The glottalic airstream mechanism

The glottalic airstream mechanism relies on air being moved into or out
of the vocal tract by raising the larynx while the glottis is closed (in
the case of egressive sounds) or by lowering the larynx while there is a
glottal constriction (in the case of ingressive sounds). Some varieties of
English use an egressive glottalic airstream, so we will concentrate on
that. 

To make an ejective, start off by making a glottal stop, [ʔ]. You should
be able to feel that you can breathe neither in nor out while the glottal
stop is held. If you flick your index finger against the larynx while the
glottis is closed and the mouth is open there will be a hollow ringing
sound, rather like tapping a wooden tube. (If the glottis is open, the
sound will be altogether more dull and less resonant.) 

Now try to get a sense of raising and lowering the larynx. One way to
do this is to sing a very high note, and then a very low note. On reaching
the high note, it is likely that you will raise your larynx; and conversely,
on reaching the low note, the larynx is likely to be low. If you do this
silently, you should be able to feel the larynx raised for the ‘high’ note,
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Compliment
11. nrb/01 red hair 

Receiving a compliment

Click + response token ah + thanks



Agnes’s talk, and in doing that, going along with the complaint made by
Agnes. This is consistent with her display of sympathy in her next turn:
‘that’s a shame’. So here we have a click which seems to be produced as
the first part of a display of sympathy with another’s situation, and which
seems to be temporally placed to display attentiveness to that other
person’s telling of the situation.

Clicks can also be used to mark receipt of positive news. In the next
fragment, Jade tells Kate how two people they know became a couple.
Once she has completed her story, Kate offers an appreciation of the
story (line 6), which starts with a click followed by a long, breathy open
vowel with falling pitch. If clicks marked ‘disapproval’, then Kate would
be treating this story as bad news; but in fact she makes a positive assess-
ment of the story: ‘that’s lovely’. Indeed, we might even say that the
stretch [ʔa"##] marks a positive receipt of the news.

(5) nrb reluctant lover

1 J he wouldn’t stop asking her out
2 he used to ring her like three times a day
3 and she’d go “no no”
4 or she’d say yes and not turn up
5 and then she just completely fell for him
6 K → [$h (.) ʔɑ"##] that’s lovely

So, here we have a few instances where clicks initiate turns that
provide assessments or appreciations of a telling; in these turns, the
recipient of a story demonstrates their understanding of the kind of
story it was, which can include ‘disapproval’, but also ‘a story deserving
of sympathy’ and ‘good news’. 

Another common use for clicks is to signal the transition from one
activity to another (Wright 2007). A good place to observe this is at the
end of phone calls, where there is a sequence that English speakers
commonly use to manage how they will both get to the point of putting
the phone down. (This may seem trivial, but putting the phone
down before it is due is a big faux pas in English-speaking societies.)
The fragment  in (6) below displays this well. The current topic is
closed down in lines 8–9 (‘oh splendid’/‘yahp’); then there follows a click
in line 9; then there is a short sequence in lines 9–10 where a proposal
is made to close the call (‘Okay then’), which is accepted (‘right’), and
then greetings are exchanged, and the speakers hang up the phone.
Clicks are common in this sequence in between the closing down of the
topic and the ‘OK’:
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Punchline
10. nrb reluctant lover 

Appreciation of a story

Click + response token + appreciation



Preface to ‘resistance’

CallHome 4861.60 
01  Mom   obviously I didn’t do a good enough 
            j[ob of rais[ing you]
02  Deb ➔    [!h!       [oh    s]to:p 
03        tha:t

Speech starts just where Mom’s 
turn is recognisably complete

Click + inbreath



Click and pre-turn 
‘Resistance’ or ‘incipient speakership’?

CallHome 4861.60 
01  Mom   obviously I didn’t do a good enough 
            j[ob of rais[ing you]
02  Deb ➔    [!h!       [oh    s]to:p 
03        tha:t

500ms

From: Levinson (2013).



A common construction

Prior turn makes relevant a display of feeling or stance, 
then..

Click + response token (oh, aw, ah, ow, ooh...) + words

A click by itself is rarely 
enough to display the 

speaker’s feelings

ŋ͡|ɑː thank you 
|ʰ (.) ʔɑ̤ːː that’s lovely 
ǃh↓ oh stop that



Display of affect 
16. Virginia p.3 01:27 
23  VIR:     Can I please get that dre:ss, please mom¿ Lemme g[et that-
24  MOM:                                                      [Dreh(ss)-?
25  VIR:     >You know that [one-<
26  MOM:                    [OH VIRginia, we('ve) been through this
27           befo[RE, you've got enough summer d[resses now I think you=
28  P??:         [hhhh! ((laughter?))           |
29  VR?:                                        [uhhh!  (("pained" sound))
30  MOM:     =just wait an' get- some of the new fa:ll stuff when it comes
31           in.
32  VIR:  "  [!]
33           (0.5)

01  PRU:     I[t's  s o| frustrat|ing havin'  a| mother]
02  MOM:      [If you s|aved yer-| if you saved| yer al]lowan[ce,

some of the new fall stuff when it comes in if you

!

9.75 10 10.25 10.5 10.75 11 11.25 11.5 11.75 12 12.25 12.5 12.75 13





16. Virginia p.3 01:27 
23  VIR:     Can I please get that dre:ss, please mom¿ Lemme g[et that-
24  MOM:                                                      [Dreh(ss)-?
25  VIR:     >You know that [one-<
26  MOM:                    [OH VIRginia, we('ve) been through this
27           befo[RE, you've got enough summer d[resses now I think you=
28  P??:         [hhhh! ((laughter?))           |
29  VR?:                                        [uhhh!  (("pained" sound))
30  MOM:     =just wait an' get- some of the new fa:ll stuff when it comes
31           in.

32  VIR:  "  [!]
33           (0.5)

01  PRU:     I[t's  s o| frustrat|ing havin'  a| mother]
02  MOM:      [If you s|aved yer-| if you saved| yer al]lowan[ce,

Click + kinetics



Displaying a stance

Click + response token (oh, aw, ah, ow, ooh...) + words
Click + visible behaviour (head toss, eye gaze)

Not necessarily a negative 
stance, despite our intuitions.



Clicks as metronomes
A device for co-ordinating talk in time



Turn-initial click: 
on-beat and in overlap

(2) ell sum04 cheese

1 P what’s on offer at the market then today
2 I → [! h↓] well we’ve got lots of different cheeses

(3) klm sum04 housing

1 I ((complains about new houses to be built in
M—))

2 M and you’re unhappy about that
3 I yes and so’s a lot of people in M——
4 M thank you
5 Councillor P——?
6 P → [! h↓] oh hello Imogen
7 the issue is, as you know, is the Government... 

In (2), the click in line 2 prefaces the answer to a question; in (3), the
click in line 6 starts Councillor P’s response to I’s point, having been
selected as the next speaker in line 5 by M. 

Again the clicks are followed by ingressive airflow, this time an
in-breath (marked in the transcripts as [h↓]). In these cases, the clicks do
not seem to ‘express disapproval’. Rather, they seem to be used to project
more talk by the speaker, i.e. to mark ‘I have more to say’. 

Clicks can be used as part of turns that display other kinds of stance.
For example, they can occur at the start of turns that mark some display
of sympathy. In the example below, Agnes complains about the weekend
she has had. In response to this telling, Billie produces a click followed
by a long and creaky [ɑ#$$]. The click is produced on beat with a rhythm
established by Agnes: the stars above lines 2 and 3 mark the beats, which
are evenly spaced in time.

(4) CK/SW #63 

1 A it’s just kinda dull

*   *   *  *
2 A God what a miserable  miserable   [weekend
3 B [!] [[ɑ#:::::: ]
4 B that’s a shame

Billie comes in at line 3 before the completion of Agnes’s turn ‘what
a miserable miserable weekend’ with a click. Agnes and Billie both
continue their talk on beat (i.e. they talk in overlap), Agnes producing the
completion of her turn, ‘weekend’, Billie producing a long, creaky open
vowel. Since the rhythm was established by Agnes, we could interpret
Billie’s use of it to time her talk as a display of attention to the details of
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Click + response token

Beats

Display of sympathy

CK/SW sympathy #63 



(2) ell sum04 cheese

1 P what’s on offer at the market then today
2 I → [! h↓] well we’ve got lots of different cheeses

(3) klm sum04 housing

1 I ((complains about new houses to be built in
M—))

2 M and you’re unhappy about that
3 I yes and so’s a lot of people in M——
4 M thank you
5 Councillor P——?
6 P → [! h↓] oh hello Imogen
7 the issue is, as you know, is the Government... 

In (2), the click in line 2 prefaces the answer to a question; in (3), the
click in line 6 starts Councillor P’s response to I’s point, having been
selected as the next speaker in line 5 by M. 

Again the clicks are followed by ingressive airflow, this time an
in-breath (marked in the transcripts as [h↓]). In these cases, the clicks do
not seem to ‘express disapproval’. Rather, they seem to be used to project
more talk by the speaker, i.e. to mark ‘I have more to say’. 

Clicks can be used as part of turns that display other kinds of stance.
For example, they can occur at the start of turns that mark some display
of sympathy. In the example below, Agnes complains about the weekend
she has had. In response to this telling, Billie produces a click followed
by a long and creaky [ɑ#$$]. The click is produced on beat with a rhythm
established by Agnes: the stars above lines 2 and 3 mark the beats, which
are evenly spaced in time.

(4) CK/SW #63 

1 A it’s just kinda dull

*   *   *  *
2 A God what a miserable  miserable   [weekend
3 B [!] [[ɑ#:::::: ]
4 B that’s a shame

Billie comes in at line 3 before the completion of Agnes’s turn ‘what
a miserable miserable weekend’ with a click. Agnes and Billie both
continue their talk on beat (i.e. they talk in overlap), Agnes producing the
completion of her turn, ‘weekend’, Billie producing a long, creaky open
vowel. Since the rhythm was established by Agnes, we could interpret
Billie’s use of it to time her talk as a display of attention to the details of

GLOTTALIC AND VELARIC AIRSTREAMS 159
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b b b b b b b

God what a miserable miserable weekend

! aw that’s a shame

4.4 4.6 4.8 5 5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8 6 6.2 6.4 6.6 6.8 7 7.2 7.4 7.6 7.8 8 8.2 8.4

http://cspeech.ucd.ie/~fred/beatExtraction.php



Clicks + laughter pulses

18. Salford A & R lateral click 1654 topless beaches 

Anthony and Ray are talking about places they’d like to go. Anthony would like to go to 

Australia.  
01 A I'll just go on the topless beaches
02 R yeah (..) you wish
03 A no I know where they are
04 [ǁ ǁ ǁ [ǁ]
05 R        [<<laugh> * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ]
06 A and titty bars
07 R right, anyway
08 A <<laugh>-[----------------------------------------->]
09 R          [so where else would <<laugh> you wanna go>]



Salford A & R lateral click 1654 topless beaches 
01 A I'll just go on the topless beaches
02 R yeah (..) you wish
03 A no I know where they are
04 [ǁ ǁ ǁ [ǁ]
05 R        [<<laugh> * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ]
06 A and titty bars
07 R right, anyway
08 A <<laugh>-[----------------------------------------->]
09 R          [so where else would <<laugh> you wanna go>]

b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b

clicks

laugh

4.7 4.8 4.9 5 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.7 5.8 5.9 6 6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4 6.5 6.6 6.7 6.8 6.9 7



Why would this be?

• Coming in on time is a way to display 
alignment with another person

• This kind of behaviour promotes sociality

• Clicks are momentary so they are well 
suited to marking a moment in time



Summary

• Clicks are a part of the sound system of English 
conversation, but not of English words 

• Clicks are involved in a number of constructions of 
conversation: part of regular, orderly practices for social 
interaction

• They co-occur with non-linguistic (non-verbal, non-vocal) 
practices: head tosses, swallowing, laughing...



At the heart of conversation

• Conversation is a vehicle for social action and 
interaction; speech is the primary vocal exponent of 
action and interaction

• Clicks are implicated in some fundamental actions in 
spoken interaction:

‣ marking incipient speakership

‣ word search

‣ sequence management



At the periphery of language

• Conversation shapes language in ways 
which linguists have generally paid little 
attention to

• The kinds of meanings (actions) clicks are 
involved are are not central to most 
linguistics

• But clicks have form : meaning relations, and 
are therefore conventional



En: /triː/ 

Ge: /baʊm/ 

Fr: /arbr/

start a new 
sequence

[<seq1 end, {p, ↓}>]
CLICK

[<seq2 start>, {f, ↑}]

display a stance

CLICK
h↓

[response token]
[verbal material]



speaker 1 speaker 2

[!]



ChrisPat

[!]



Complete details and 
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